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different regions of Britain to compare mortality rates for
breast cancer among screened populations, populations
intensively instructed in breast self-examination, and control
areas left without the putative benefit of either strategy. It
will be many years before any definitive data are available.
Meanwhile, a recent report in Cancer4 is encouraging. In this
retrospective study of over 2000 women with breast cancer
from the Georgia Cancer Management Network the practice
of breast self-examination was compared with the stage of
presentation at diagnosis. Sixty-seven per cent of the women
reported that they practised breast self-examination, rising to
760, among those under 50. There were also the differences
between social and educational subgroups. The anticipated
proportion of cancers at a favourable stage was significantly
higher for breast self-examination (84"'/) than for "self-
accidental" discovery (74",). Furthermore, among the 1264
women practising breast self-examination whose axillary
nodes were examined 57"),, did not contain tumour compared
with 50",, of nodes from 560 women who did not practise
breast self-examination. These pathological differences might
eventually be expected to result in different death rates. The
authors sensibly conclude that the early discovery of lumps
in the breast and breast self-examination may not be causally
related: both variables could reflect the health consciousness
of the patient. They also go on to say that it is logistically and
financially impossible to perform a prospective randomised
trial to test this hypothesis-plainly, they had not heard of
the current DHSS study.

While accepting the enormous differences in cultural
attitudes and health awareness between women in the United
States and Britain I will use the Georgia experience to justify
the practice of instructing women who attend my clinics in
breast self-examination while awaiting the results of the
DHSS study. I remain secure in my conviction that, apart
from inducing occasional obsessional neurosis, breast self-
examination is unlikely to do any harm. For other clinicians
who agree I would recommend the leaflet produced by the
Women's National Cancer Control Campaign, which provides
good illustrations and clear instructions.5
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Cognitive therapy for
depression
There are limits to what can be achieved by drugs in the
treatment of depression. Though active drugs are more
effective than placebos, many depressed patients do respond to
a placebo and about one-third do not respond to either active

drug or placebo.' Furthermore, of those who do respond to an
antidepressant, about half can be expected to have further
episodes of depression in the year after treatment.2 "Among
those 'cured' by any novel remedy," wrote Mapother,3 "are
those who never had the disease, those who still have it, those
who have never had the treatment, and those who would have
recovered equally well without it."
Any treatment that claims to be as effective as tricyclic drugs

in the treatment of depression, to be free of cardiotoxic effects,
and to be associated with a better outcome at follow-up after
one year must be considered seriously. "Cognitive therapy"
makes all three claims.4 It is an active, time-limited, directive
approach suitable for several minor psychiatric disorders. A
patient with depression will be offered about 20 treatment
sessions aimed at modifying the depressive thoughts that
accompany the mood disorder. In the time between sessions he
or she will be expected to keep a diary of "negative, automatic
thoughts" and also the events or thoughts that led up to them
and the emotion that accompanied them. These "automatic"
thoughts will be discussed at the next session, when evidence
for and against such ideas will be considered and the patient
will be encouraged to substitute more realistic beliefs for the
painful ones. The patient is encouraged to set up specific
testable hypotheses about the painful beliefs and to collect
evidence concerning these hypotheses before his next session.
He is expected to plan his free time and to incorporate into it
activities that give a sense of personal achievement ("mastery")
or are pleasurable. The therapist does not rely merely on
counter-argument during the sessions but uses a variety of
therapeutic techniques in a highly structured form of treat-
ment.
A major American study in 1977 compared cognitive

therapy with imipramine treatment,5 and found cognitive
therapy superior both in the level of response obtained and in
having fewer patients dropping out. At follow-up one year
later patients who had completed cognitive therapy had fewer
symptoms, and there was a trend (which fell short of statistical
significance) for more of them to be in complete remission.2
This research has now been partly replicated in Edinburgh by
Blackburn and her colleagues,6 who studied 40 depressed
psychiatric outpatients and 24 depressives seen in a general-
practice setting. Patients were randomly assigned to cognitive
therapy, drug treatment, or a combination of both and were
rated on several self-report and observer-rated scales every two
to three weeks for up to 20 weeks. The investigators were not
able to show significant treatment effects for four of the six
self-rated symptom scales, but found a significant effect for
depression as measured by the Hamilton scale for depression
completed by a psychiatrist.

This repeat of the American findings is suggestive but not
yet conclusive. Patients assigned to the combination treatment
were significantly more depressed than those assigned to either
treatment alone, and for this reason the investigators had to
resort to a highly complex statistical treatment of their data: an
analysis of covariance on percentage change scores, the co-
variates being duration of illness, socioeconomic state, and
education. The decision to use three treatments and two
settings meant that the number of patients in three of the six
ceils was fewer than 10 and the patients receiving cognitive
therapy received much more professional time than those
receiving drug treatment. The time spent with the drug
therapists was not stated, but in the American study the
patients were with their cognitive therapists for twenty
50-minute sessions and with drug therapists for twelve
20-minute sessions.
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In the general-practice setting cognitive therapy was
claimed to be superior to drug treatment. This is certainly a
provocative conclusion, but it is based on rather scanty data.
Only seven patients received drug treatment only from their
family doctor, and in this group the improvement in symptoms
reported was curiously low. The mean percentage change
score for the Beck Depression Inventory in the general-
practice setting was 84% for patients who had had cognitive
therapy, but only 14%' for those who had had drugs. Previous
research in general-practice settings cannot be compared
directly since it has not used percentage change scores, but
about two-thirds of psychiatric illnesses seen by general
practitioners can be expected to have remitted at six months7
or 12 months8 when treated by methods that do not include
cognitive therapy.

In an ideal study all patients would receive both a psycho-
logical treatment and a tablet (active drug or placebo), a
simple 2 x 2 factorial design being used; and the assessors
would be blind to which treatment the patient was getting.
Cognitive therapy could be compared with one of the alterna-
tive psychological treatments for depression, such as Weiss-
man's Interpersonal Psychotherapy.9 Such a study would
enable firm conclusions to be drawn concerning the value of
those therapeutic procedures that are specific to cognitive
therapy.

Despite the potential importance of cognitive therapy, prob-
ably most depressed patients will continue to be offered drugs.
Prescribing a drug takes very little professional time and is
much easier than cognitive therapy. Depression is a common
condition, and cognitive therapists are scarce. General practi-
tioners and physicians are unlikely to wish to learn such
specific techniques unless they have a particular interest in

psychotherapy, so even if the technique becomes established
they will presumably wish to refer patients to colleagues who
have undergone special training. If the present promising
results with cognitive therapy are confirmed they will have
implications for a wi& range of training schemes, and will
once more direct our attention to psychological treatments for
psychological disorders.
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Physiological changes underlying jet lag

JOSEPHINE ARENDT, VINCENT MARKS

Each year millions of travellers experience a temporary loss of
sleep, discomfort, and reduced efficiency after rapid travel
across several time zones-the experience commonly known as
"jet lag." In no way is jet lag associated with serious illness in
normal people, but after transmeridional flight major body
functions such as sleepiness, hunger, and defecation may
intrude at inappropriate times for variable periods. Disturb-
ances of biological rhythms are generally accepted as largely
responsible for the observed effects. Since, however, depriva-
tion of sleep is a major complaint among jet-lagged travellers
loss of sleep by itself may be a factor in impaired performance.

Biological rhythms are not to be confused with the dis-
credited so-called biorhythms of a 23-day physical cycle, a
28-day emotional cycle, and a 33-day intellectual cycle,' which
have given rise to calculators to pinpoint propitious or un-
propitious days according to the individual's date of birth. The
existence of biological rhythms is verifiable by experiments

and they are found in all species from unicellular organisms
to man, and with frequencies varying from fractions of a
second (for example, the firing of nerve fibres) to years (for
example, variations in population). Major biological rhythms
coincide with geophysical events in the environment: the daily
light-dark cycle, the lunar and tidal cycles, and the seasonal
cycle. Many rhythms have been shown to continue even in the
absence of environmental cues or "zeitgebers" (time givers),
but with periods slightly different from the environmental
period-hence the term circadian (circa, about; dies, a day) for
daily rhythms which continue, or free run, in isolation. In
view of this endogenous nature of many rhythms, organisms
are thought to have developed an internal model of external
time, usually referred to colloquially as the biological clock.
The major daily cycles in man (that is, those relating to rest-

activity (sleep-wake), temperature, rapid eye movement sleep,
excretion of electrolytes, and production of cortisol) have been
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